Early Career Award

Gale A. Holloway Professional Development Award

The Gale A. Holloway Professional Development Award encourages and recognizes outstanding leadership and active involvement in ASABE for early career members. The award acknowledges and honors past Society and Foundation president Gale A. Holloway’s dedication to assisting students and early career ASABE members to become active members and work diligently to enhance the quality of meetings, technical information, and professional development within ASABE at both the national and sectional level.

The award was established in memory of Gale A. Holloway, Past President of ASABE, Past President of the ASABE Foundation and Fellow.

The winner receives a glass recognition item.

Previous Gale A. Holloway Professional Development Award Winners

2008.................................Chad Yagow
2009..........................Matt Darr
2010.........................Shannon R. Prantner
2011.................................Sherry L. Hunt
2012..........................Mark R. Wilkins
2013.................................Mark D. Bowers
2014.........................William Brock Faulkner
2015.................................Joe D. Luck
2016..............................Alicia A. Modenbach
2017.................................Lisa R. Wilken
2018.................................Ajay Kumar
2019.................................Scott Clark
2020.................................Trisha L. Moore
2021.................................Shane Williams
2022.................................Tiffany L. Messer